
A how-to guide to identifying deals worth pursuing or when to say no to further investing in them. 

Ultimate Guide to 
Prioritizing Enterprise Deals 
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Introduction
Ring that gong! Imagine a year when sellers meet quota every quarter and your company surpasses sales 

forecast. Not so fast. According to CSO Insights, 60% of forecasted deals never close.  

 

The reality is that most of your B2B leads likely will not convert to sales. Timing may not be right, you may lose 

to the competition, or your solution is not a good fit for solving their immediate needs. You may wonder if your 

team is chasing the right deals? There has to be a better way to identify winnable deals upfront. 

 

This guide reveals our proven data-driven framework based on decades of evidence-based selling pathology 

for Deal Health Assessment for prioritizing Enterprise deals. We share the four essential criteria every 

Enterprise sales organization should measure to improve the odds of sellers chasing viable deals and not 

wasting their time and energy on zombie deals – deals you don’t know are dead.

High-performing sales teams are 1.5 times more likely to base 

forecasts on data-driven insights. Unfortunately, only 46% of sales 

reps have data insights on customers’ propensity to buy, despite 85% 

of those who do, saying it makes them more effective in their job.

Salesforce, 3rd Annual State of Sales

60% of forecasted deals never 
close - CSO Insights
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A Systematic, Data-Driven Approach to 
Deal Pursuit Boosts Win Rates
Often, sellers have not identified the complete buying team and therefore get the wrong signals from the wrong buying influencers about the likelihood of a 

legitimate opportunity. Sellers give high confidence that the deal will close, but then it does not. CRM Sales Stage, Close Date and sellers subjective input 

have proven not to be reliable for assessing deal health and propensity to buy. 

 

When forecasts are missed quarter to quarter and management is rigid on sales targets, bad habits form within an organization. The unintentional directive 

from leadership causes sellers to pad the pipeline and move opportunities from quarter to quarter. Bloated pipelines cause sellers to expel energy in the 

wrong places. Sales leadership and operations have a challenging time determining which deals to prioritize. Without an objective, data-driven 

buyer-centric approach to prioritizing opportunities, sellers waste their energy on deals that may never close.

Just 28% of closed deals are forecasted accurately. Close amounts 

are off by 31% from the forecasts. The bigger the deal, the more 

likely sales reps are to overestimate the outcome. 

InsideSales.com Labs



Replace Subjectivity with Data Science
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Enterprise sales leaders require transparency to understand opportunity status and propensity to buy for strategic, high-value deals. Often Deal 

Reviews are scheduled to communicate status. Within a large-sized sales organization, Deal Reviews for each opportunity is not a scalable solution. Deal 

Reviews require intense preparation from sellers, reducing their time spent pursuing deals. Management does not have the time to meet with every 

seller about every high-value deal. Management must allocate sales resources appropriately to maximize sales and meet the forecast. How do leaders 

prioritize which deals their team pursue without a scientific approach to Deal Health assessment?

 

Changing the behavior and measurement criteria for assessing Deal Health and prioritizing opportunities is critical to prioritize deals effectively. 

Enterprise sales need a simple, repeatable data-driven process that everyone can and will embrace. Base assessment on data science, not gut-feel, and 

encourage consistent deal coaching and deal health assessment framework. 

Based on decades of evidence-based selling 

pathology, DealCoachPro removes subjectivity from 

Deal Health so that Enterprise sellers focus efforts on 

deals that they can win. 



Prioritize Deals Based on 
Buyer Insight, Not Sales Stage or Close Date
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In a typical firm with 100-500 employees, an average of 7 people are 

involved in most buying decisions (Gartner Group.) To assess deals, you 

must understand the organization's objectives, identify the buying team 

and evaluate each buying influencer's role, goal, and intention. 

 

Has the seller identified and mapped the critical relationships needed to 

win the deal? Mapping buyer relationships is the first step in 

determining the viability of an opportunity.

 

It is critical to identify the Decision-Maker – who has final authority and 

Decision Influencers affected by the decision.

 

Four critical factors are most relevant to strategic deals that should be 

the basis for prioritizing Enterprise sales opportunities. Once you have 

identified the Buying Team, measure each Key Player (Decision-Maker 

or Decision Influencer) on the following four critical criteria:



IMPACT 
Determining the degree of impact every Key Player has on the buying decision for a sales opportunity 
helps evaluate where the potential power lies in the buying process. 

Check if true for each Key Player:

❏ Has executive level responsibilities with greater authority/title than most of the other Key Players

❏ Is assigned the responsibility for leading the process of evaluating options

❏ Is involved in the decision to ensure potential providers meet certain technical, legal, financial or other measurable criteria

❏ Has a high degree of influence on the other Key Players

❏ Is highly involved in most of the meetings/discussions related to this decision

01

02PRIORITY
Priority identifies the degree of importance and urgency each Key Player is placing on implementing a 
solution (whether that is your solution or a competitive alternative.) 

Check if true for each Key Player:

❏ Acknowledged there is a business issue

❏ Indicated a timeframe for implementing a solution

❏ Stated that there is a specific date on which a solution must be in place

❏ Shared that the business issue or opportunity to address is a high priority
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ADVOCACY
Winning any sales opportunity ultimately equates to ensuring that enough of the Key Players advocate 
for your solution vs the alternatives under consideration.  

Check if true for each Key Player:

 

03

04ACCESSIBILITY
Sales professionals must gain direct access to all the Key Players in a sales opportunity. It is vital to know 
who they have access to and who pose a challenge to secure a live conversation. 

Check if true for each Key Player:

❏ Someone the seller has met in person, on the phone or exchanged emails with directly

❏ Accessible only by email

❏ Someone who will meet and respond to emails, but usually is not accessible or responsive on short notice

❏ Someone who will meet or talk on short notice and responds quickly to email communications
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❏ Has indicated a desire to vote in favor of our solution if they made a decision today

❏ Has demonstrated a willingness to vote in favor of another solution if they made a decision today

❏ Has indicated no preference and will allow others to choose a solution if they made a decision today

❏ Appears to be undecided today
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A buyer-centric deal health assessment 

framework is a more accurate way to 

prioritize Enterprise deals. Impact and 

Priority help Enterprise teams assess Deal 

Legitimacy to determine if a deal is worth 

pursuing. Advocacy and Accessibility help 

assess Deal Position to determine sellers' 

stance with the Buying Team, and which 

relationships need work.

DealCoachPro turns qualitative inputs into data science for easy, fast, objective measurement. A custom, deal health scoring system can help set 

consistent criteria in determining which deals to prioritize and invest in and which not to. A thorough assessment seems daunting and more involved 

than simply looking at Sales Stage, Close Dates or relying on subjective input, but your confidence level increases significantly. And more importantly, 

you can ensure Enterprise sellers are focused on converting opportunities into high-value customers.

 

Fuel your Enterprise sales pipeline with a systematic, data-driven approach to Deal Health assessment. Know with a greater degree of confidence 

which deals are worth pursuing and when to say no to further investing in them with DealCoachPro.

 

Visit DealCoachPro.com to learn more or to schedule a Discovery call.

Deal Health

https://dealcoachpro.com/deal-rooms/


“Deal Coaching Software is not the same as Coaching Software. 

As you probably guessed, the word Deal is a critical differentiator. 

These solutions give sales teams a systematic way to evaluate 

deal health, identify which deals are worth pursuing, understand 

the buying team, and collaborate on next steps.”

Nancy Nardin, Top Sales Tools of the Year 2021
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About DealCoachPro 
DealCoachPro is a leading sales technology provider of data-driven Deal Coaching software for Enterprise sales 

teams. Our patented framework and Digital Deal Rooms bring rigor and rhythm to deal pursuit, helping send more 

accurate signals about deal health and enable deal collaboration from anywhere. Visual heat maps bring instant 

clarity to deal legitimacy and the seller’s position with buyers, guiding sellers on next steps to advance deals. With 

DealCoachPro, customers experience improved win rates and improved forecasting accuracy.

https://dealcoachpro.com/deal-rooms/
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